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Introduction: Smart communities are those communities where the administration, the 
business community and the citizens understand the potential of technology and make the 
decision to use it for improving the urban life and contribute to a meaningful regional 
development. Earth observation data, obtained from airborne platforms like satellites or 
drones, contribute significantly to the inventory, monitoring and assessment of agricultural 
resources. The automation process in agriculture can transform the agricultural field from a 
manual and static one to an intelligent and dynamic one, leading to an increased productivity, 
with a reduced involvement from the farmer. 
Aims: The study aim is to contribute to this smart technological development with a new 
innovative platform that combines all climate parameters essential for maize and wheat 
growth. The platform will overlap the favourability maps based of the most important 
indicators for obtain the favourability different degree in order to help the farmers and 
stakeholders to plan their crop rotation.  
Materials and Methods: Within the AGROCLIMRO project, innovation consists in 
combining earth observation data with ground truth and advanced agronomic knowledge, 
within a platform under development, designed to support farmers in the adoption and use of 
winter wheat and maize hybrids. This suitability was set depending on weather and climate 
conditions, to maximize productivity and reduce the associated risks because of incompatible 
varieties for growth with the existing soil-precipitation-temperature conditions. 
Results: The platform, developed using open technologies, allows the visualization of the 
favourability of agricultural crops starting from historical data, the historical records of 
precipitation and also information about soil favourability class for this two crops. 
Conclusion: Algorithms for determining the most favourable conditions are being developed. 
The platform, compatible with Open Geospatial Consortium standards, will provide open, 
public access for farmers to identify all the degrees of favourability conditions for their area, 
to a sensible resolution of 1 km2 for the first time. 
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